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Abstract

1.

A number of optmueatlons have been proposed
for Datalog programs mvolvmg a single mtensional predicate (“smgle-1DB programs”)
Examples include the detection of cornmutatzvzty and sepambzlzty ([Naug88],[RSUV89],
[Ioan89a]) m hnear logic programs, and
the detectlon of ZYT-lzneanzabzlzty ([ZYT88],
[RSUV89], [Sara89], [SaragO]) m nonhnear
programs
We show that the natural generahzatlons of the commutatlvlty
and ZYTlmearlzablhty problems (respectively, the aequencabalzty and base-case Ianeartzabzlaty problems) are undecidable
Our constructions
Involve the slmulatlon of context-free grammars using single-IDB programs that have a
bounded number of mltlallsatlon
rules The
constructions may be used to show that contamment (or equivalence) 1s undecidable for
such programs, even if the programs are linear,
or If each program contains a smgle recursive
rule These results tighten those of [Shmu87]
and [Ablt89]

Introduction

A deductive database consists of a set of ground
atoms (comprlsmg the extenszonal database or EDB)
and a set of Horn clauses that define relations from the
EDB The relations thus constructed are zntenszonal relations, and occupy the mtenslonal database (or IDB)
The predicates that correspond to the EDB are extensional (or EDB) predicates, and those that correspond
to the IDB are mtenslonal (or IDB) predicates We will
Ignore the dlstmctlon between relations and predicates,
and assume that no predicate 1s both mtenslonal and
extensional A set of rules 1s termed a program, and we
assume that the rules are safe and function-free (1 e we
consider safe, Datalog programs)
The simplest recursive programs are those that
involve a smgle mtenslonal predicate (“smgle-1DB
programs”)
A variety of powerful optlmlzatlons
([Naug88],[RSUV89],[ZYT88],
[Sara89]) may be performed on such programs, often by using proof-tree
transform&on
technzques ([RSUVSS])
We illustrate
two such optlmlzatlons m the followmg examples
Example
gram P
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1.

Consider the followmg 1mea.r logic pro-

- P(X) B), 4B’Y)
- P(& V>, “(V Y), W, X)
- c(X) Y)

where a, b and c are EDB predicates It turns out that
P 1s equivalent to the followmg program Q with respect
to the predicate p, that 1s) both programs compute the
same relation for p from every extenslonal database
ri
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P(X,Y)
PWY)

-

- P(X) B), 4% Y)

G

q(X,Y)

- q(U, V), a(V) Y), b(U,X)

s2

q(X,Y)

-

4x,
c(X,Y)

Y)
,

The latter program can be thought of as representing a
restricted bottom-up evaluation of the former, m which
p 1s mltlallsed using the basis rule bl, then closed under
r2, and then closed under rl An alternatlve descrlptlon
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1sthat Q generates those facts that are generated by P,
usmg derivation trees of the form that 1s suggested m
Figure 1 Hence, we say that the program ‘P 1s sequencable Sequencabrbty 1s formally defined m section 2

thought of as representing a restricted top-down evaluation of P, m which the first recursive occurrence of p 1s
never recursively expanded That rs, Q generates those
facts that would be generated by P, usmg derivation
trees of the form shown m Figure 2 If ‘P 3 Q, then we
say that P 1s base-case lzneamable, a precise defimtron
of base-case hnearrzabrhty 1s presented m section 2 17

P(X) E’)
I
0 or more ap hcations of r1
P
P
I
0 or more apphcations of rz
I
P
I
1 apphcatron of bl
I
C

Figure 2

Figure 1

The advantage m transforming P to Q 1s that rt
permrts the use of special query evaluators that are
specific to linear programs In fact, the use of magic
sets ([BMSU86], [BR87]) t o evaluate the query p(a) X)
with respect to P takes quadratic time m the size of
b, however, right-linear evaluatron ([UllmSS]) evaluates
the same query, with respect to Q, m hnear time
Base-case hnearrzabrhty has only been studied for
programs with a single recursive rule and a smgle basis rule, m which case rt 1s called ZYT-lznearzzubzlzty
([RSUV89], [ZYT88], [Ioan89b], [Sara89], [SaragO]) In
[Sara891
fact, P (m thus example) 1s ZYT-lmearrzable
describes the largest class of programs for which ZYTlmearrzabrhty 1s known to be decidable
[RSUV89]
shows that the decision procedure of [Sara891 does not
extend naturally, and provrdes a powerful condrtron that
1s sufficient (but not necessary) for ZYT-lmearrzabhty
m general [SaraSO] contams further mtractabrhty results

The conversron of P mto Q m thus way reduces the
complexrty of “countmg” methods for query evaluatron
(such as that of [BMSU86]) from exponential to polynormal (see [RSUV89] for a proof)
In addition, the
transformatron permrts of a prpehned evaluatron of the
program
Sequencabdrty has only been studied for hnear loge
programs, and no decision procedure 1s known even for
such programs The focus has been on condrtrons that
are sufficient (but not necessary) to detect sequencabrlrty The most common condrtron 1s “commutatrvrty”
among the linear rules, thus condrtron may be treated
as the contamment of one conpmctzve query ([CM77])
m another, or as the contamment of a conJunctrve query
m a logrc program ([RSUVSS]) It 1s possrble to show
that the hnear rules rr and rz m Example 1 commute
(see [SaragO]), which Justifies the transformation of P
to Q Rule commutatrvrty 1s also integral to the “separability” ([Naug88]) of linear programs

1.1 Motivation
Consider the followmg nonhnear proExample
2.
gram ‘P, which computes the transitive closure of the
basrs predrcate b

The detection of commutatrvrty, separabrlrty and ZYTlmearrzabrhty concerns the detection of eqmvalence between safe, Datalog programs which
1 mvolve a smgle mtensronal predicate (p m Examples 1 and 2)) and m which
2 the rule heads are rectzfied (1 e , no variable 1s
repeated m the head of any rule)
As we have drscussed, such programs allow of powerful optrmrzatrons We consrder, m this paper, the general problem of deciding contamment (and equivalence)
among such programs, and of decrdmg sequencabrhty or
base-case hnearrzabihty m such programs
Shmueh ([Shmu87]) and Abrteboul ([Abrt89]) present
general results that also yield undecrdabrbty results for
program eqmvalence Shmueh considers programs with
a smgle recursive predicate, however, these programs
have several IDB predicates, and mclude rules whose

r1 P(X,Y) - P(X) Z)’ P(Z) Y)
bl P(X) Y> - b(X,Y)
It 1s a well-known fact that we may replace P by the
followmg hnear logic program Q, to obtam an equivalent
program
4
h

P(X,Y)
P(X, Y)

- b(X, Z), P(Z) Y)
- b(X,Y)

The linear program Q differs from P only m that the
first recursrve occurrence of p m the body of the recursive rule rl has been replaced by a correspondmg occurrence of the basis predrcate, b The program Q can be
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heads are not rectified Head-rectrficatron occasronally
enforces tractabrhty, as m [Sara891 Abrteboul’s result
concerns single-IDB programs with a smgle recursrve
rule, however, those programs have rules that are not
head-rectrfied, and contam an unbounded number of mltmlisatron rules
We show that containment and equrvalence are undecidable for safe, smgle-IDB, Datalog programs with
head-rectrfied rules and a bounded number of mltrahsatron rules, even rf (a) the programs are hnear, or, (b) rf
each program contams a smgle recursive rule Our constructron mvolves the srmulatron of context-free grammars by such programs

Base-case

Construct the
Let q be a new predicate symbol
program Q, wrth n + m + 1 rules {ri ) 1 5 z 5 n}u
as follows If r, is a nonhnear
0: I 1 i 2 5 mN{c),
rule (k, > l), then replace r, by the linear rule

That rs, we replace all but the last recursive occurrence
of p m r, with a correspondmg occurrence of q If r, 1s
linear (Ic, = l), th en r: 1s the same as r,

rI

1.2 Outline

c,

to 4
c

P(x’,)

- q(Zo)

Finally, each nonrecursrve rule b, 1s replaced by the rule
b:

q(-fo)

- 2)s

whrch nutrahses q using the nonrecursrve rules for p We
say that P 1s base-case lenearazable off P E Q with respect to p The idea 1s that Q produces those facts that
would be produced by derrvatron trees of P m whrch
only the rightmost occurrence of p m any rule IS ever
recursively expanded (see Frgure 2)
In Example 2, the program Q 1s the program

2. Definitions
In this section, we present formal defimtrons of sequenP 1s assumed to
cabrhty and base-case lmearrzabrlrty
be a safe, Datalog program, m which the head of every rule 1s rectrfied (1 e , contains no repetrtrons of any
varrable)
P

- P(h),

P(-~o)

Next, we mtroduce the rule c, whrch merely mltrahses p

In Section 2, we provide formal defimtrons of base-case
lmearrzabrhty and sequencabdrty Section 3 contams a
statement of our results In Sectron 4, we provide some
prehmmary results that wdl be of use m the results of
the followmg sections In Section 5, we provide a construction whereby linear context-free grammars may be
srmulated by linear single-IDB programs, and prove the
undecrdabrllty of base-case Imearrzabrlrty In Section 6,
we show how Chomsky Normal Form grammars may
be srmulated by angle-IDB programs with a smgle recursive rule and a bounded number of basis rules, and
prove that sequencabrhty 1s undecidable

Let

lrnearisabilrty

ri
P(X,Y)
c P(X>Y)
b: q(X,Y)

- 4(X, 4, P(Z, Y)
- dX,Y)
- b(X) I’)

The Intermediate predicate q can, m thus case, be ehmmated to obtain the hnear program m Example 2

consrst of the n recursive rules

Sequencability
r,

p(Zo)

- P(zal)y

r,

p(-fo)

- P(Zd

p(-L,),

qn be new and drstmct predrcate symNow, let q1
bols, and construct the program R from program P, as
follows First, replace the rule rr by the two rules ri
and sr, where ri 1s the same as rr

G

P(-~A)~G

r: P(-~o)
- P(~II),P(~s~),CI
PQO)

and the m nonrecursrve rules
bl

p(-fo>

4

~(20)- DD,

bm

P(ZO)

- =I

$1

-

4l(-fO)

Next, replace each recursive rule r, (Z > 1) by the two
rules

- VTn

where the C, and D, are arbrtrary conJunctrons of EDB
predicates Example 1 exhrbrts such a program, wrth
n = 2 and m = 1, and Example 2 contams a program
m whrch n = 1 and m = 1

Finally, replace each nonrecursrve rule b, by the rule

b: 474~0) - v,
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The Idea 1s that 72 generates those facts that are produced by derivation trees of P m which the rule T, 1s
never used to expand a subgoal introduced by r3, If
a < J That is, 72 computes those facts which would
be produced by a bottom-up evaluation of P, m which
we mltlallse p using the b,, and then, m sequence, close
~1 The program P 1s called aequenunder T,, r,-1,
cable lff It 1s eqmv:lent to ‘R, with respect to p
In Example 1, the program R 1s the program
4
Sl
4
52
bl,

PFW)
P(XY)

PP,

b(X, U)
P(X, Y)

41(X,Y)
Ql(X,Y)
42(&Y)

- b(X, U), b(U, Y)

Hence, we may thmk of a Datalog program as the
infinite union of the conJunctlve queries that It generates By a theorem of [SY81], we conclude that P c
Q off for every conJunctlve query Cp generated by P,
there 1s a conJunctlve query CQ generated by Q such
Using this result, we may see that
that Cp C CQ
the sequencablhty of P m Example 1 means that every
conJunctlve query generated by P 1s contamed m a conJunctlve query of the form that IS illustrated m Figure 1
Smularly, the base-case lmearlzablllty of P m Example
2 may be vlsuahzed as the containment of every conJunctlve query generated by P m a conJunctlve query of
the form illustrated m Figure 2
It 1s known ([CM77]) that for conJunctlve queries C
and D, C C D lff there 1s a contaanment mappzng from
D mto C (see [Ullm89] for a descrlptlon of contamment
mwws)

41(X,Y)
- Q(U, V), 4V> Y), b(U, X)
- Qz(X,Y)
- c(X,Y)

which can easily be transformed to the sequenced program m the example, by composmg s2 and bi

3. Statement

WJ, Y)

Figure 3 Top-down expansions as conJunctlve queries

- P(X, q, a(& Y)
-

U)
I

of results.

We state below the mam results of this paper
In
the followmg statements, ‘P and Q are safe, Datalog
programs defining a single mtenslonal predicate, using
head-rectified rules
1.
P c Q (P - Q) 1s undecidable, even d
(a) P and Q are linear, and have no more than five basis
rules, (b) each of P and Q contams only one recursive
rule and mne nonrecurslve rules 0
Result

Lemma

The base-case lmearlzablhty of P 1s unResult
2.
decidable, even if P contams only one nonlinear rule
n
Result

even if

p(2)

-c

D

~(8

- DD,f(Z)

c

The sequencablhty of P 1s undecidable,
contains only two recursive rules 0

of EDB predicates, Z
2 appears m x’) and
C c D
mapping from D into

0

Let p(z)
- C be a (not necessarily safe) conJunctlve query (1 e , there may be variables m J? that do
not appear among the conJuncts m C), and let e be a
new, unary predicate Then the notation e(At.C) denotes the conJunctlon of atoms e(d), for every variable
A that appears among x’, or appears as an argument
to one of the conJuncts m C That is, the notation
- b(X, U), e(dG)
d enotes the conJunctlve
P(X, Y)
query p( X, Y)
- b(X, u),e(X), e(OeW

4. Background
In this section, we present results that will be of use m
the proofs of the next two sections
4.1 Datalog

c

where C and 2> are conJunctlons
1s a dlstmgmshed variable (1 e
f(Z) does not appear m C Then
Proof There 1s no containment

3.
P

Let C and D be the conJunctlve queries

1.

programs

Our treatment will be concise, for a detiuled treatment,
see [Ullm89] Let P and Q be safe, Datalog programs
defining the single mtenslonal predicate p Each topdown expansion of p, using the rules m P, 1s a conpnctwe query ([CM77])
For example, the program of
Example 2 generates the conJunctlve query shown In
Figure 3

Lemma
c

2.

Let C and D be the conJunctlve queries

P(RX,Y,W,Z,S,Nl,

az(U1,U2),

, aduk-l,Y),

,Nm)
[(~L/(W,e(dW

D
P(& X, Y, w, Z, S, NI,
b,(v,, Vz),
,b~(q-l,Y),f(S),Tiw),e(stc~)

a1(X,U1),

- bl(X,

VI),

where the U, and VJ are dlstmct nondlstmgmshed varlables (1 e they do not appear among the variables m
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the head of the query) Then, C C D lff the strings
ak and blb2
bl are identical
Proof sketch If the strings are Identical, then the Identity mapping on dlstmgulshed variables, and the mappmg h(V,) = U,, 1s a contamment mapping from D mto
C If C C D, then there 1s a contamment mapping
from D mto C, a simple mductlon on I suffices to complete the proof, using the propertles of a contamment
mapping
0

Now, we introduce a normal form for linear grammars, by mtroducmg unzt productzons mto the grammar Let a modzjied lznear grammar over C = {al, a2)
be a grammar m which
1 There 1s a unit production S --+ Nl, where S IS the
start symbol of the grammar and S appears m no other
production
This production 1s the start productaon of
the grammar
2 Every other production 1s of the form
a N, -+ akNJ, where ak is a ternunal and NJ 1s a
nonterminal
b N, + NJ ak, where ak is a termmd and NJ is a
nontermmal
c N, + at, where ak is a terminal
There are only
two such productions (for k = 1 and k = 2), and m
this case, N, appears on the left-hand side of no other
production
d N, -+ NJ, a unit production
Note that, d we chose N1 as the start symbol, the language generated would not change

ala2

The conJunctlon al (X, U,)
ak(Uk-1, I’) 1s a bznary
cham from X to Y, embedded zn C, and representang
the string al
ak The dlstmgulshed variable R will
be of use m the proof of Theorem 3, m Section 5
4.2 Context-free

grammars

The results of the followmg sections will be based upon
reductions from undecidable problems m language theory In this subsection, we estabhsh some prehmmary
results Our treatment 1s concise, and assumes concepts
that are explamed m [HU79]

Lemma 5.
For every linear grammar H over C =
(al, a2), there 1sa modified hnear grammar G such that
L(G) = L(H) - (E}
Proof
The transformations of [HU79] (Section 4 4)
can be used to construct a linear grammar I, with no
useless symbols, unit productions or e-productions, for
L(H) - (61 (th ese transformations are easily seen to
preserve lmeanty)
Assume that A 1s the start symbol of I We construct G from I, as follows
Every
production of I 1s of the form N --$ s, N -+ wMs,
N --) WM or N -+ MS for nonternunals N and M, and
nonempty termmal strings s and w The mtroductlon
of new nontermmals, and the left- or right-factoring of
these productions, can be used to convert these productions mto productions of type 2(a)
2(c) In the
definition of modified-linear grammars, without affectmg the language recognized Then, we introduce new
nonternunals B1 and B2, add productions B1 + al and
B2 + a2, and convert every production N, + a3 to the
production N, + B3 Finally, we add the production
S ---) A to complete the transformation
q

Lemma 3. Assume C = (a, b} It 1s undecidable, for
an arbitrary context-free grammar (CFG) G over the
alphabet C, whether C” C L(G)
This result 1s true
even If G 1s hnear
Proof Straghtforward reductions from the correspondmg problems with arbitrary C [HU79])
Corollary 1 For any k 1 0, CL C+ C L(G) 1s undecldable
Proof We may write C* as FUCkC+,
where F 1s the
Our result follows because
UC”
finite set (c}UCU
F c L(G) 1s decidable
Corollary 2 C+ c L(G) - {E} 1s undecidable
Proof Smce E $ Ct, Et c L(G) lff Ct C L(G) - {E},
the former 1s undecidable, by Corollary 1
Corollary 3 Et c L(G) - (c)UC 1s undecidable
Proof C c L(G) 1s decidable
0

Lemma 4. Let G be a hnear CFG over the terminal
alphabet C, such that c @ L(G)
Then, C+L(G) C
EL(G) 1s undecidable
Proof We clam that C+ c L(G) lff
1 Cc L(G) and
2 C+L(G) c CL(G)
Since 11s decidable, our result then follows by Corollary
1 to Lemma 3
Assume that Ct C L(G) Then, since (by definition)
L(G) c Ct, condltlons (1) and (2) are trivially true
Now, assume w E Ct
We use 1 and 2 to show that
w E L(G) There are two cases
Case a [WI = 1 Then w E C, and our result follows by
(1)
Case b lwl > 1 Then w = sa, for some s E Cf and
a E C Then, as E C+ and, by (l), a E L(G) Hence,
asa E C+L(G), so by (2), sa = w E L(G)
0

Fmally, we introduce a modlficatlon of Chomsky Normal Form grammars ([HU79])
A Modzfied Chomsky
Norma2 Form (MCNF) grammar over the termmal alphabet C = (a, b} 1sa grammar with the followmg properties
1 The start symbol S appears on the right-hand side
of no production
2 All productions are of the form N ---f c, N + M or
N --) MK, where c 1s a ternnnal The first of these 1s
nonrecurszve, the others are Tecurszve
3 No nontermmal N appears on the left-hand side of
more than two productions, further, If It does appear
m two productions, then both productions are unit productions
Hence, we can classify recursive productions as follows
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1 If N --) M and N 4 K are productions, then these
productions are or-productzons
2 N -+ MK 1s an and-productzon
3 If N appears only on the left-hand side of the production N + M, then this 1s a copy productzon

proofs are mductlons on the length of derlvatlons m G,
or the depth of top-down expansions m P

Lemma 6. For every grammar H, there 1s an MCNF
grammar G generating L(H) - (c)UC
Proof Construct a Chomsky Normal Form grammar
for L(H) - E, with start symbol T Add the productions S 4 T, T ---) a and T -P b, to obtain a grammar I for L(H) - (E}UC
Next, introduce the nontermmals N, and Nb, and the productions N, --i a and
Na * b Then, replace every other production of the
form N ---) c, where c 1s a terminal, by the production N ---$ N,
All productions other than N, --) a
and Nb --t b are now recursive
Replace every andproduction N ---) MK by the two productions N 4 L
and L 4 MK, where L 1s a new nontermmal
At this
point, the only vlolatlons of MCNF are the presence
of nontermmals N such that N ---) RI,
, N * Rk+l,
for k > 1, are the productions mth N on the left-hand
side Introduce new nontermmals Ml,
, Mk, then,
add the productions N --+ Ml and Mk + &+I, finally,
for 2 _< z < k, replace the production N --) R, with the
two productions M,-1 --) R, and M,-1 ---t M,
0

P(& X, Y, W, Z, S, NI,

5. Linear

Lemma
7.
Then P
4k E c+
Let aalato
generates a conJunctlve query of the followmg form
(m which repeated conjuncts have been eliminated)
a,,(Ul,

U2),

~(4

X, Y, W Z, S, Nl,

s(ul,

U2>,

1

Case 3 N, --* N,ak

-

>Kn)

- ar(X,u),

NJ >), f (NJ, f(W), e(dW

We produce the rule

P(% X, Y, W, Z, S, NI,

,Nm)
P(z, x, u, WY z, z, < NJ >)I ak(U, I’),

f (N4, f WV, e(dt4

Case 4 N, * ak We construct the rule
~(4 X, Y, w, Z, S, NI >

u>,
,

>Nnd

NJ >>,f (4, f (W, 4dW

We produce the rule

P(R, X, Y, W, Z, S, Nl,
P(Z, u, Y W Z, Z, <

, L)

- ar(X, Jr),

e(dC.4

The intention 1s that these rules mlmlc derlvatlons m
G, to produce binary chains to represent every string m
L(G) The Idea 1s illustrated m Figure 4 In the figure,
the variable A may be a new nondlstmgulshed karlable,
or the dlstmgulshed variable X Slmllarly, B may be a
nondlstmgulshed variable, or the dlstmgulshed larlable
Y U 1s a new nondlstmgulshed variable

\w~~f~y”y’

m

q

The recursive atom replaces NJ by W, and all other
nonternunals by Z Further, f 1s made true of .7 (1 e , S
or N,) and W If J 1s S, then this rule 1s the start rule

f (N%h f (W,

b,

- a,, (X7 ud,

Y>, f (S), f (W),e(dW

4k E Cf

P(R,X,Y,W,Z,S,NI,
P(& X, Y W Z, Z, <

Case 2 N, ---f akNj

- 4x,

q

Case 1 It 1s the umt production .7 ---f NJ (where J 1s
the start symbol S or a nontermmal N,) We construct
the rule

Given a modified hnear grammar G over the termmal
alphabet C = ( al, a2}, we construct linear programs P
and Q such that P C Q lff Ct C L(G) Our result then
follows by Lemma 5 and Corollary 2 to Lemma 3
Let us assume that the nontermmals of the grammar S, Nl,
N n, where S IS the start symbol of
The programs P and Q define the predicate
G
The head of each rule 1s
p, with arlty m + 6
N,),
where the variables m
P(R, X, Y, W, Z, S, NI,
the head are distinct
We will construct P so that the conJunctlve queries
that it creates contam binary chains representing the
strings m C+ For every a, C C , P contams the rules
JL)

- a,, (X, ud,

f(s), f (W),e(aL)

Let us now construct Q In the followmg, the notation
< N, > denotes an m-vector m which the zth component 1s W, and all other components are Z Thus, the
notation p( R, X, Y, W, Z, S, < Nl >) denotes the atom
P(& X, 1: w, Z, S, W Z,
7Z)
Q has a rule for each production m G The production
1s one of four types (since G 1s modified-linear)

Result la.
Let P and Q be hnear, head-rectified,
single-IDB programs with at most five mltlahsatlon
rules Then P c Q 1s undecidable
Corollary P E Q 1s undecidable
0

YTljf

,&a)

, %(Uk-1,

for some string a,,

We begm by proving Result l(a), repeated below

P(Z, u, y, w, z, s, z,
p(R,X,Y,W,Z,S,Nl,

y-j,

Lemma 8.
Let C be a conJunctlve query generated
by P Then C 1s of the form

logic programs.

~a P(R,X,Y,W,Z,S,NI,

,L)

y %(uk-1,

>

f (W, f (Sh 4dW
The dlstmgulshed variable R 1s relevant only m the
proof of Theorem 3, at the end of this sectlon The
followmg lemmas are easily seen to be true of P The
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P(R,
X,Y,WZ,S,NI, ,Nm)
,a,,(Uk-l,Y),f(S),f(W),e(d~C)

However, these rules also may be used to nunuc “lllegal” derlvatlons m the grammar That IS, the production N, ---) akN, cannot be used to expand the nontermmal Nl, if N, # Ni However, the rule (m Q) that
corresponds to the production N, + ak N3 can, m fact,
be used to expand a patom resulting from the apphcatlon of the rule for N, + a,Nl We detect such Illegal
top-down expansions through the use of the conJuncts
f(N,) m the rules of Q A conJunctlve query resulting
from an illegal expansion as described above will contam the atom f(Z), further, if the first rule applied 1s
not the start rule, then the conJunctlve query that E
generated will contam the conJunct f(N,), for some z
Hence, for the purpose of the contamment P C Q, we
may ignore these lllegal top-down expansions m Q, since
the only f-atoms generated by P are f(W) and f(S)

-

ar2Plr

~,(Jwl),

U2),

for some string a,,
Proof By mductlon
pansions of Q 0

4* E c+
on the depth of the top-down ex-

C

Theorem
1.
P C Q iff C+
L(G)
Proof
By Lemma 9, it suffices to show that P C
legal(Q) lff C+
L(G) The “if” direction follows by
Lemmas 8, 10 and 2, and the “only if” dlrectlon follows
by lemmas 7, 11, 2 and 10 0

C

Example

3.

The construction, and these lemmas, may be made
clearer with an example Consider the modified hnear
grammar G, as described below

P(R,X,Y,WZ,S,N1, Jm)
I
S-d
A + ad
A + bB
C+a
~(4X,Y,W,Z,Z,<N14, f(S)>
f(W) B+b
5
It 1s easily seen that L(G) 1s a*bb The program P 1s
P(Z,
-4,B,W,Z,Z,<X >)
I
- a(X,u),
ak(d,
u),P(Z,
u,B,W2,Z,<NJ>)Y P(R,X,Y,W,Z,S,AB,C)
~(4u, Y, K Z, S, Z, Z, 4, f(s), f(W), e(dL.4
f(W),f(W)
~(4X, Y, W Z, S, 4 B, ‘7 - b(X, u),
Figure 4
~(2,u, Y, W, Z, S, Z, Z, Z), f(S), f(W), e(fit)
More formally, we say that a conJunctlve query
generated by Q LS tllegal If It contams the conJunct
f(d), where A 1s one of the dlstmgmshed variables
N,
Further, let us define legal(Q) to be
Z, NI, Nz,
the union of all the conJunctlve queries generated by Q
that are not illegal

P(R,X,Y,W,Z,S,~B,C)
f(S), f(W), e(dW

- a(x,Y),

P(JLW’,W,ZAWW”)

- b(-V’),

Lemma
9.
P c Q lff P c legal(Q)
Proof Let C be a conJunctlve query generated by P, and
D an illegal conJunctlve query generated by Q Then,
D contams, as a conJunct, an atom f(U), where U 1s
one of the dlstmgulshed variables Z, Nl,
, N,
By
Lemma 7, f(U) d oes not appear m C, hence by Lemma
1,cpzJ
0

and the program Q 1s

f(S), f (Wh e(dLL)

P(& X, Y, W, Z, S, A B, C) X, K W Z, 4 W .F Z>, f(S), f (W), e(dCL)

~(4

p(R,X,Y,

W,Z,S,d,

B, C)

P(Z,
u,Y,W,Z, Z, W,Z,Z),
p(R,X,
Y, W,Z, $4 B, C)

Lemma
10.
Let a?,&,
a,, E L(G) Then legal(Q)
contains a conJunctlve query of the following form (m
which repeated conJuncts have been elmunated)

P(Z, U, Y, WZ,

2, Z, W,Z),

p(R,
X, Y, W, Z, S, 4

P(GW',WZ,S,NI,
Jm)

- a,, (X, VI),
, ask(uk-l,Y),
f(S), f(W), e(dLt)
%(Ul,U2)r
Proof By mductlon on the size of the sentential forms
mG
0

p(R,X,Y, W,Z,S,d,
f(C), f(WMdW

Let C be a conJunctlve query m legal(Q)
Lemma
11.
Then C 1s of the form

P

-a(X, U),
f(d), f(W),e(dLC)
- b(X> u),
f(d), f(W),e(fic)

B, C)

- b(Z Y),

B, C)

- a(X,Y),

f(B), f(W)+W~)

Figure 5 describes the representation of the string bb by
and Q (where we have ignored e(dU))
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qx,

?
U),P(Z,

u, y, w z, s, z, z> 4,

f(S),

Proof sketch We construct a nonlinear program l- from
the programs P and Q, as described in the proof of Theorem 1 The construction will yield a program that 1s
base-case hnearlzable lff C+L(G) C CL(G), and our
result follows by Lemma 4 Let B consist of the nonrecursive rules

f(w)

VJ,
Representation

P(R,
X,KWZ,s,NI, ,Nm)- f(A),e(dW

of bb by P

for A=Z,Nl,
,N,
Then, T consists of all the rules in P and 23, and all
the rules m Q except the start rule 7 contams one
additional, nonlinear rule n

PC%
X,Y,w,Z,S,A,B,Cl

12P(R,X,Y,JJ',Z,S,N~,
,%a)P(Z,
x,u,w,z,w z, ,a
~(-5
u,YK Z,Z,<NI>),f(R),e(dW •I

b(X, 0 P(Z,U,Y,JJ,‘>
Z, Z, Z, W Z), f W, f(W

Representation

of bb by Q

6 . Single-recursive-rule

programs

Figure 5
In this section, we present a construction whereby an
arbitrary Modified Chomsky Normal Form (MCNF)
grammar may be simulated using a head-rectified,
angle-IDB program with a single recursive rule and a
bounded number of basis rules The construction may
be used to show that sequencablhty 1sundecidable, even
for programs urlth only two recursive rules In addition,
the construction can be used to prove the undecldablllty of equivalence (or containment) of programs with a
single recursive rule
Let H be an MCNF grammar for the language Cf
over the grammar C = (a, b}, with start symbol N1 and
nonrecursive productions N, + a and Na -+ b Let I be
an MCNF grammar over ‘c, with start symbol Nz and
the same nonrecurslve productions
We assume that
L(I) 1s c-free, and that I= C L(I)
Let S be a new nontermmal
Construct G as the
umon of H and I, with the addltlonal productions S --t
N1 and S -+ Nz, and let S be the start symbol of G It 1s
easily seen that G 1s an MCNF grammar for c+UL(I)
Assume that the nontermmals of G are
, Nm, N,, Na, where Nl, N2, N, and Nh are as
s, NI,
described above We construct two programs P and Q,
such that Q c P, and such that P C Q lff Cf C L(1)
This construction suffices to prove Result l(b)
The programs P and Q define the IDB predicate p,
and the head of each rule 1s
,N,,N,,Nb)
We
P(& X, Y, w, Z, G, A, B, s, NI,
describe the construction of P, Q 1s then obtamed
through a slight modlficatlon of P
The variables m the head have the following purposes

However, it 1s easily seen that the conJunctlve query

1s generated by ‘P, but the smallest conJunctlve query
generated by Q, m which there are no appearances of
f(Z), f(A), f(B) or f(C) 1s
P(VLY,WZ,QW
b(X, U), W,Y),

f(s), fW),e(dW

Hence, P c Q, as desired
Finally, we outlme constructions
gram eqmvalence 1s undecidable
and that base-case lmearlzablllty
constructions are based on the
L(G) by the programs P and Q,

that prove that profor linear programs,
1s undecidable
The
emulation of EC+ and
as described above

Theorem 2. Let 7E and S be linear, single-IDB programs Then, 7Z E S 1s undecidable
Proof sketch We construct 7E and S from P and Q of
the preceding proof, such that 72. E S lff C+ C L(G)
Let b be the rule

b

~(4X,Y,w,Z,4N, ,Nm)- f(Z),e(Jw

Then, R consists of all the rules m P, every rule in Q
except for the start rule, and the rule b, as described
above S consists of all the rules In Q (mcludmg the
start rule), and the rule b 0
Theorem 3. Let Y- be a single-IDB program
the base-case lmearlsablllty of 7 1s undecidable

1 R 1s a switch that 1s relevant only to the proof that
The R-poatlon m the
sequencablllty 1s undecidable
arguments of each patom m the body of the recursive
rule w1l.I be occupied by the variable 2, described below

Then,
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2 X and Y are the end-points of binary chams representing strings m C+ and L(G), a8 m the preceding
section
3 W and Z are guard variables, as In the preceding
section They are used to weed out Illegal conJunctlve
queries generated by the programs (1 e , queries representmg lmposslble derlvatlons In the grammar)
4 G 1s a guard posltlon Intmtlvely, a p-atom may be
legally expanded through the recursive rule if its G-th
argument 1s W, but not if its G-th argument 1s Z
5 A and B are used to allow a choice m expanding one
of two or-productions, in a manner to be described
6 s, NI, , N,, N,, Na represent the correspondmg
nonternnnals m the grammar As m Section 5, the notation < N, > represents an m + 2-vector m which the
Indicated component IS W, and the others are Z

The recursive rule r Q m Q is ldentlcal to rp, except
that the patom p(Z, X,Y, W, Z,S, Us, Vs, Z, < Nz >)
(representing the production S + Nz) 1s replaced by
the atom p(Z, X, Y, W,Z, S, As, As, Z, < NZ >), where
As 1s a new nondlstlngulshed variable
For either program, we say that a conJunctlve query
generated by the program 1s zllegal if it 1s contamed In
one of the lmtlahsatlon rules z1 29, and legal otherwise Further, we say that a conJunctlve query 1s Testrwted if no sibling or-atoms are recursively expanded
Lemma
12.
For each of P and Q, every legal conJunctlve query IS contamed In a conJunctlve query that
1s both legal and restricted
Proof zdea If two sibling or-atoms are recursively expanded, we may mltlahse one atom (but not both) using
basis rule 27 13

The rules of P and Q are as follows Each rule 1s
made safe through the use of e(dLL), a8 described m
Section 5
P and Q have the followmg basis rules

For any nonternunal J in G, let yzeld(J) represent all
the strings generated by J (1 e , the strings that would
be generated if J were the start symbol of G)

p(R,X,Y,W,Z,G,A,B,S,Nl,
,Nm,Na,%)
214-FY),f(Nd,f(G)
1; yjn f(Ndrf(G)
24
25
26
27
28
29

Lemma
13.
Let Cp be a restricted legal conJunctlve
query generated by P Then the body of Cp consists of
the atoms f(W), f(G),g(Z), g(N,) and g(Na), atoms of
the form h(U, 17) for nondlstmgulshed variables U and
V appearing nowhere else m the program, and
1 Either the atom g(S), or the atom f(S) and a bmary
than representing a string s E C+UL(I),
but not both
2 For 1 5 z 5 m, either g(N,), or f(N,) and a bmary
cham representing some string t, E yzeld(N,), but not
both
Further, the converse 1s also true
That IS, given
strings s E C+UL(I) and (for 1 < 2 5 m) t, E yzeld(N,),
P generates all the restricted legal conJunctlve queries
that may be obtamed by applymg (1) and (2) above
Fmally, the two statements above are also true for Q,
except that “C+UL(I)”
1s replaced by “L(1)”
0

g(G)
g(W)
ft”),
gt”)
h(-%B),
f(G)
@, v), h(v> w)
h(U,U)

The body of the recursive rule rp for P ha8 the atoms
f(W),f(G),
g(Z), g(N& g(%) and h(E,F),
where
E and F are nondlstmgmshed variables that appear
It
nowhere else m the program (except m e(dLC))
also has patoms for each recursive production in the
grammar, as follows

Theorem
4.
Let P and Q be safe, single-IDB programs with a single recursive rule and nme mltmhsatlon
rules Then, the contamment or equivalence of such programs 1s undecidable
Proof sketch By Lemma8 6, 12 and 13, and Corollary
3 to Lemma 3 0

1 Let J -+ K be a copy production, and let 17, be a new
nondlstmgmshed variable Then, the recursive rule contams the atom p(Z, X, Y, W, Z, J, UJ, UJ, Z, < K >)
Let J + K and J + L be a par of or2
productions, and let TJ, UJ and VJ be new nondlsThen, the body of rp contlngulshed variables
tams the atoms p(Z,X, Y, W,Z, J,TJ, UJ, Z, < K >)
These two
and p(Z,X,Y,W,Z,
J,UJ,VJ,Z,<
L >)
atoms are known as or-atoms The idea 1s that we need
never recursively expand both these patoms, since either one (but not both) may be expanded usmg lmtmlisatlon rule 27
3 Let J + KL be an and-production, and let TJ, UJ
and VJ be new nondlstmgmshed variables rp has the
two patoms p(Z, X, TJ, W, Z, J, UJ, UJ, Z, < K >) and
~(Z,TJ,Y,W,Z,J,VJ,VJ,Z,<
L>)
The Idea 1s that
both atoms are (recursively) expanded, to create binary
chams from X to TJ, and from TJ to Y

The sequencablhty of smgle-IDB proTheorem
5.
grams 1s undecidable
Proof Given an MCNF grammar I, we construct a
program R with basis rules 21 29 and two recursive
rules ~1 and ~2, such that r2 1s sequencable under ~1
lff Ct C L(I)
~1 1s obtamed from rQ by deleting the
p-atom correspondmg to the production S + No r2 1s
obtained from rp by deleting the patoms corresponding to productions S ---f Nl and S + N2, adding the
atom p(Z, X, Y, W, Z, S, US, US, Z, < NI >) (where US
0
1s a new variable), and adding the atom f(R)
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7. Conclusions.
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